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On sale online only $79.99 FREE shipping Regular price: $90.00 You save: $10.01 (11% of) Sale price: $79.99 You save: $10.01 (11% of) Sale price: $$79.99 You Save: $10.01 (11% off) Sale Price: $79.99 You Save: $10.01 (11% off) Only 1,350 Stock Sold Online Sold, but More on the Way. Order
today. Delivery soon. Soon to stock Get it! Order the next one and select a two-day delivery at checkout. Equivalent parts numbers: 3301089 330-1089 33-1089 Free music, and yourself, from the limitations of cables with these AUVIO Wireless stereo headphones. The 2.4GHz digital transmitter gives you
a range of up to 115 feet, allowing you to listen almost anywhere at home with no line of sight required. The headphones are equipped with two AAA batteries (not included). If you're using Ni-MH batteries, the transmitter doubles as a docking power plant to keep your headphones charged and ready to
use. Listen to TV or stereo from almost anywhere at home without the hassle of cords. Turn the volume on your favorite TV show for a personal audio experience without disturbing others. Soft headphones and adjustable bandage for comfort. The dock charges the headphones when using batteries (not
included). Digital sound (optical TOSLINK) and analog inputs for optimal sound quality and maximum compatibility. Powerful extended bass. Designed to reduce interference and disruptive noise. Catalogue Number 3301089 (330-1089) Wireless Headphones Sensitivity 28 WV at 0.1% BER Signal to
Noise Ratio of 75 dB Maximum Audio Output 12 MW Channel Division of the Channel '45 dB Operation Distance up to 115 feet (35m) Power requirement 2 AAA alkaline or 2 AAA Rechargeable Ni-MH Battery Frequency Reaction Range from 20 to 20,000 Hz Dock Station Entrance Stereo Fono RCA, 400
mA Modulation Method GFSK Modulation UPC 04029393975418 Replacement Part Headphone Earpads (Catalogue No. 3303083)5V DC Power Adapter , 400 mA (Catalogue No. 2731175) User Guide (English)Re-Pairing Instructions © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates 4.44.4 of the 5 stars33
product ratingsGood sound quality86% agreeby jwc4520May 09, 2017Top favorable reviewAs most older people I have little tolerance for thoughtless chatter and annoying voices of many YouTube gamers. It certainly becomes aggervation when grandchildren are about and looking for hints about video
games... The solution was a computer in the seprate room but the headphones would get tangled and small wires in broken. So I bought wireless headsets, now they can tinker like young do and listen privately to their programs. I bought an extra headset like connect and play perfectly... Boys happy and I
have prettyProversed purchases: Yes State: By Pre-Property Sold: drgenespecialsby lestj-0Nov 19, 2018Top Critical Station It doesn't work. OK and and be active after 2 days of charge. For some reason, the signal lights of the dock are not turned on when electricity is attached to it. So the unit was
useless to me. It had to be a replacement for the one I already had as I dropped the headphones twice and they were in poor condition. The new dock was not compatible with my current one. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: Pre-property Sold: ty_wholesaleby sallyl180825 May 2017 I have a friend who
has a set just like these and they work great. However, mine keep cutting out and decaying. I moved the dock and where I sit, with no improvement. They will work normally for a while, then act again as before. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: Pre-property Sold: drgenespecialsPeople just want to say
what they want to say, there has never been this kind of item, why e there are some people watching it in the first place no one tells them to watch it or leave a comment if you don't like it, just don't try Nothin just skipping go do what you have to do some people sell items because one of the reasons they
probably already have it or they just want to get rid of it because it was extra and I'm sure this man of mine will probably add some battery to it once you buy it at a fair price I'll buy this right here other people want to sell it for over $300 or more what's section in it as you get the scam right there scam and
it's not even worth buying over $300 this person sells it at a fair price... Proven purchase: NoSound quality is good. Disappointed that it doesn't have the range of that old model. Still a good unit overall. Proven Purchase: Yes State: By Pre-Property Sold: tinsoldier3by Tramp1947Jul 05, 2017Profiable
Purchases: Yes State: By Pre-Property Sold: drgenespecialsby darylh5218Apr 06, 2017Sounds well. fits big around the ears. Proven buying: Yes Condition: Pre-property Sold: buyspryGreat for TV is even better for long-distance comfortable music and light weight play for a long time love bass pulse and
their amplification well and loudly love them better than anything else builds for a low cost sorry radio shack yet made their ear wear out I had them for 10years and their still will be strongVerified purchases : Noby rondaroo02Nov 30, 2016 The actual ear piece may not be rotated a bit from the ear to
control the amount of distortions often associated with the rigid installation of headphones. This is a feature on my current Auvio headphones and the reason I chose this brand again. Proven Purchase: Yes Condition: Pre-property Sold: whizzoheadPerfect Sound OrderEd Purchases: Yes Condition: Pre-
Property Sold: This item does not belong on this page. Thank you, we'll see about that. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates BestReviews.guide (BRG) is a data processing tool for your online shopping research. There's so much information available out there: platforms, blogs, forums,
comments, articles and more. At any moment, there are thousands of new reviews published. It is impossible to track all of them on your own and it can be frustrating even just to try. It takes a lot of time and is confusing. We crawl through major online markets and retailers in real time, staying up to date
with all the latest products and prices. Our mission is to make your shopping experience simple and enjoyable, and allow you to save time and money. We are working hard to continually improve and continue our mission. Walmart is here to help make every day easier. This button opens a conversation
that displays additional images for this product with the ability to zoom in or out. AuvioAbout This item We aim to show you accurate information about the product. Manufacturers, suppliers and others provide what you see here and we haven't checked it out. Auvio Folding Headphones with 1/8 Plug
Customer Reviews Write reviewBeo's first to review this item! Customer AGet specific information about this product from customers who own it. So if you find the current lower price from the online store on an identical, stocked product, tell us and we will match it. For more information, see the online
price match. Webapp affiliate Your feedback helps us make Walmart purchases better for millions of customers. Customers.
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